Corrugated packaging. Let’s take a look inside.
European Corrugated Industry is a local employer

700 manufacturing plants
1 manufacturing plant every 200 km
83,000 direct employees

Corrugated packaging is one hundred percent renewable, recyclable and biodegradable

100%

85% of corrugated packaging is made from recycled material

Paper fibres can be recycled many times
Corrugated protects 75% of products transported in Europe

Using corrugated means fewer vehicles on the road (Less fuel, lower emissions)

Corrugated packaging protects more resources than it uses

Corrugated produced equivalent to surface area of Switzerland

Multi-billion turnover industry

42bn M²

€

Precisely tailored to fit the products

Maximum products per pallet

Light, slim, strong
European voters love us

79% of German consumers think that paper based packaging is more sustainable than plastic

Corrugated packaging, a circular economy

Retailer

User of corrugated packaging

Manufacturer of corrugated packaging

Used packaging ≈15%

Paper from recycled fibre and fresh fibre

Sustainable forest ≈15%
Our packaging is renewable, which is good news for everyone.